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Lecture Overview

● State of the field

● Why the task of language modeling?

● Transformer architecture and tokenization

● Large-scale pre-training

● Instruction-tuning and RLHF
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        Curate massive pre-training data

        Create fine-tuning data

        Train massive model

        Deploy model widely

       Update using user interactions

Today’s NLP Recipe
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Neural Language Models
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Why Language Modeling?

● “Oracle” LM can perform any task 
● Language modeling leads to rich representations

○ George Washington was born in the year _______

○ If it is raining, you may need an _____

○ Using the power rule, the derivative of 3x^5 is _____

● There is effectively “unlimited” data for language modeling
○ enables powerful function approximators (large transformers)
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Transformer Architecture
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LM Training Objective



Existing LLMs
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Language models are not aligned with user intent [Ouyang et al., 2022].
Finetuning to the rescue!

Human
A giant rocket ship blasted off from Earth carrying 
astronauts to the moon. The astronauts landed their 
spaceship on the moon and walked around exploring the 
lunar surface. Then they returned safely back to Earth, 
bringing home moon rocks to show everyone.

Failures of Pre-trained LMs
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• Collect examples of (instruction, output) pairs across many tasks and finetune an LM

[FLAN-T5; Chung et al., 2022]

• Evaluate on unseen tasks

Instruction-tuning LLMs



Instruction-tuning LLMs for Chat
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• Problem 1: it’s expensive to collect ground-truth data for tasks
• Provide me five active research areas in April 2023 for LLMs

• Problem 2: tasks like open-ended creative generation have no right answer.
• Write me a story about a dog and her pet grasshopper.

• Can we explicitly attempt to satisfy human preferences?

Limitations of Instruction-tuning
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RL from Human Feedback

● Step 1: train reward model to predict human ratings

● Step 2: use RL to directly optimize against reward model

 
 

  

We reinforce good actions, increasing the 
chance they happen again.


